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The theory of saturated chain partitions of partial orders is applied to the minimum unichain 
covering problem in the product of partial orders (posets). Define the nested saturation 
property for a poset to be the existence of a sequence of chain partitions %,, %a, . . such that 
(e, is k- and k + l-saturated and the elements on chains of size at most k in 4 contain the 
elements on chains of size at most (k - 1) in %k_,. For the product of two posets P and Q with 
the nested saturation property, a unichain covering is constructed of size C AcAf, where d[ is 
the size of the largest k-family in P and A, = d* - d,_,. This is applied to prove that the largest 
semiantichain and smallest unichain covering have the same size for products of a special class 
of posets. 
1. Introduction 
In a direct product of partial orders (posets), unichains are chains that vary in 
only one coordinate. We are interested in the minimum number of unichains 
required to cover the elements of a product poset. The natural dual problem is to 
maximize the size of a collection taking no pair of elements from a single 
unichain; such a set is called a semiuntichain. These optimization problems are 
dual integer programs, with the size of any unichain covering bounded below by 
the size of any semiantichain. The question of whether the largest semiantichain 
and smallest unichain covering have the same size for the product of every pair of 
posets is open. In this paper, we use the theory of saturated chain partitions of 
posets to construct efficient unichain coverings when the component orders satisfy 
a property we call “nested saturation”. 
A k-family in a poset P is the union of k antichains; the largest size of a 
k-family is denoted dk. A chain partition % = {Ci} of P is k-saturated if the trivial 
bound d k s C min{k, ]C,]} holds with equality. The Greene-Kleitman Theorem 
[l] asserts the existence, for every P and k, of a chain partition that is both k- and 
k + l-saturated (see [3] for a summary of various proofs of this theorem). A chain 
partition that is k-saturated for all k is completely saturated. Let S,(Z) denote the 
set of elements on chains of size at most k in %. A partial order has the nested 
saturation property if it has a sequence C = %$, V&, . . . of chain partitions such 
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that for all k: (1) %$ is k, k + l-saturated, and (2) S,_,(%,_J E &(%,J. Such a 
sequence of partitions is a nested saturation sequence. In discussing k-families, it is 
helpful to define Ak = dk - dk-l and use superscripts when discussing more than 
one poset. 
Our main result is a constructive proof (also obtained by Michael Saks [2]) of 
the following. 
Theorem 1. Zf P and Q have the nested saturation property, then P x Q has a 
unichain covering with C ApAkp chains. 
This result does not always give the minimum unichain composition, even when 
P and Q have completely saturated partitions. Figure 1 (from [5]) exhibits a 
unichain covering of size 9 for a poset product with C ApAkp = 10, even though 
both posets have completely saturated partitions. Nevertheless, Theorem 1 yields 
optimal unichain coverings for some classes of posets where they were not known 
before. 
Given chain partitions % = { Ci} and 9 = {Dj} of P and q, West and Tovey [5] 
built “decomposable” unichain coverings of P x Q by covering the product of a 
k-chain from % and an I-chain from 9 with min{k, Z} copies of the max{k, 1}- 
chain. The number of unichains in the resulting covering is Ci,j min{ [Cl, IDi]}. 
They showed that the number of unichains in such a covering is bounded below 
by C ApAp and determined when equality holds. They also considered fixing a 
partition of only one poset, and associating with each k-chain in that partition a 
k-saturated partition of the other poset. This always does as least as well as the 
best decomposable covering, and is still bounded below by C ApAp. The 
construction of the present paper achieves C AfAf for some products in which 
the methods above do not. When the posets have completely saturated chain 
partitions, the covering we construct is the same as the decomposable covering 
constructed by West and Tovey from the completely saturated partitions. In other 
words, we again cover copies of an element on a ‘short chain’ with copies of ‘long 
chains’ from the other order, in a manner made precise in the next section. 
v ’ t * x ‘\l,‘l’\ = Y A b 
Fig. 1. A product covered by fewer than C AEAf unichains. 
(Solid lines indicate unichains in the covering.) 
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We should note that the posets with nested saturation sequences properly 
include those with completely saturated partitions, but that not every poset has 
this new property. An easy way to show that a poset Q fails nested saturation, 
based on Theorem 1, is to present a semiantichain of size larger than C ArAf in 
the product of Q with some P having the nested saturation property. For 
example, let Q be the poset of Fig. 2, and let P be the poset P3 of Fig. 3. Then 
C Af = 2.3 + 2.2 + 1.2 + l-l= 13, but P x Q has a semiantichain of size 14 
consisting of the pairs {al, ~6, b3, b8, c2, c7, d4, d9, e3, e5, e6, f4, f5, f7). P 
has the nested saturation property, so Q cannot. Motivated by this, we ask for a 
characterization of posets with the nested saturation property. 
As a sufficient condition for a unichain covering of size C APAP, the nested 
saturation property is independent of the condition in [5]. If P and Q are each 
taken to be the poset of Fig. 2, then neither has the nested saturation property, 
but the product P x Q has a decomposable unichain covering of size C AfAg = 
32 + 22 + 22 + l2 + l2 = 19, given by the chain partitions with size sequences (441) 
and (522). 
On the other hand, in Section 3 we discuss a class of posets that have the 
nested saturation property, but whose products do not in general have decom- 
posable unichain coverings of size C AkAk p a. These are the posets P,, constructed 
in [4]; P3 and Pa are illustrated in Fig. 3. These posets do have ‘decomposable’ 
semiantichains of size C ApAp k k, so the unichain covering of size C A,pdf 
constructed in Theorem 1 demonstrates equality between maximum semi- 
antichain and minimum unichain covering for these posets. P,, is a poset of height 
IZ that is shown in [4] to have no chain partition that is k-saturated for any 
non-consecutive values of n. Hence it is not very surprising that P, x P,,, does not 
have decomposable unichain coverings of size C ApAfm. The lack of more highly 
saturated partitions than k, k + 1 means that the any nested saturation sequence 
uses a different chain partition for each value of k. In Fig. 3, the solid edges in the 
diagram of P4 indicate the long chains in its 3,4-saturated partition. 
Fig. 2. A poset Q not having the nested saturation property. 
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Fig. 3. P3, P4. 
2. The nested saturation theorem 
We give a constructive proof that products of posets with the nested saturation 
property have unichain coverings of size C AkAk. p Q First we construct the desired 
covering. Let C = %$, T2, . . . and D = 9i, $, . . . be nested saturation se- 
quences for P and Q. Let Tk(C) = &(Ce,) - Sk_1(%k_1), and similarly for T’(D). 
Nested saturation implies that the sets T,(C) partition P, so let t(x) = k if 
x E T,(C). Similarly let t(y) = k if y E T’(D). For each point (x, y) E P X Q, we 
specify the unichain containing (x, y). If t(x) G t(y), then the unichain containing 
(x, y) is the x-copy of the chain containing y in 9d,(,j_1 (i.e., pair each element of 
this chain in Q with x to obtain the unichain in P x Q). If t(x) > t(y), then the 
unichain containing (x, y) is the y-copy of the chain containing x in %+,). Note 
that this covering is in fact a unichain partition: Let (w, z) be another point on 
the unichain defined for (x, y). If w =x, then z $ Tk-i(9). Hence t(w) 6 t(z), 
and the same unchain is the unichain defined for (w, z). The proof is analogous if 
y = z. 
To prove the theorem, it suffices to count these unichains, so we need to know 
how many are constructed fixed at any given point of P or Q. These numbers are 
obtained from the following well-known lemma [l]. 
Lemma 1. Zf %Z is a (k - l), k-saturated partition of a poset P, then the number of 
chains of size at least k in % is exactly A:. 
Proof. Let (yk be the number of these chains. The bounds placed on the size of 
the largest (k - l)- and k-families by this partition are tight, so we have 
dk_, = (k - l)cuk + IS] and dk = kai, + ISI, where S is the set of elements on 
chains of size at most k - 1. Subtracting these two equations yields Ak = a&. Cl 
Theorem 1. Zf P and Q have the nested saturation property, then the unichain 
covering of P x Q defined above has C AfAf chains. 
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Proof. We count the unichains used in the construction according to their fixed 
element in P or Q. (A one-element unichain is fixed in each coordinate, but it 
arises in the construction as being fixed in a particular one of those.) In 
particular, if x E Tk(C), the unichains fixed at x in their first coordinate 
correspond to the chains of 9k--l of size at least k, since they contain points (x, y) 
with t(y) 2 t(x). By the lemma, there are Af of these. Similarly, if y E T,(D), the 
unichains fixed at y in their second coordinate are the chains of %$ with size at 
least k + 1, and there are Akp+1 of them. Hence the construction uses 
C IT,(C)] Af + C IT,(D)1 Akp+1 unichains. 
To compute the sizes of 7”(D) and T,(C), apply the lemma to S,((e,) 
and S,_,(%~_l). This yields I&(‘e,)l = dk = kAf+, and IS,_,(‘e,_,)l = dkpl - 
(k - l)A,P, so ITk(C)I = di - dc_l + (k - l)A,‘- kdkq, = k(A,’ - AC+;,). Simi- 
larly, (T,(D) = k(Af - Akql). 
Now it is easy to count the unichains in the construction. The total is 
C k(A:: - A:+&@ + C k(@ - &?+J&+l 
= C [kA:Af - (k - l)A,eA,s = C A;A,e. 0 
3. The polyunsaturated posets 
Now we apply Theorem 1 to the class of ‘polyunsaturated posets’ constructed in 
[4]. P3 and P4 are pictured in Fig. 3. To construct P, for n > 3, begin by taking 
two copies of Pn_l and a ‘central chain’ of size (n + 1). Regard the two copies of 
Pn_l as the “left” or “lower” copy Pi and the “right” or “higher” copy P,‘. This 
makes it natural to call the ‘central chain’ P”,. Denote the top two and bottom 
two elements of P”, by a,, b,, c,, d,, in descending order. Denote the similarly 
defined elements in Pi and PX by a;, b;, c;, d; and a,C, b:, c,f, dl. To 
complete the construction of P,, add two more relations b, > b; and c, < ci, and 
those implied by transitivity. 
For P3 the central chain is the unique chain of size 4. For IZ > 4 the 
decomposition of P, into P,_,, Pz, P,’ is unique, since although there are 
(n + l)-chains other than Pz, there is no other whose deletion leaves two copies 
of P,_,. 
For convenience, we write dz = d2 and AZ = Akp”. The maximum k-family sizes 
in P4, for example, are 5, 10, 13, 15, 17, and its (1,2)-, (2,3)-, and 
(3,4)-saturated partitions have chain size sequences (53333), (5441111), and 
(5522111), the last of which is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
We consider products P, x P,,,. It is shown by induction in [4] that P,, has a 
partition into antichains of sizes A:, . . . , Az+I; hence P,, x P,,, has a ‘decom- 
posable’ semi-antichain of size C A”,Ar obtained by pairing up the largest 
antichains from each decomposition, then the next largest, etc. Theorem 1 yields 
the desired min-max relation for products P,, x Pm as soon as we show that P, has 
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the nested saturation property. We will construct the nested saturation sequence 
and then verify that it works. 
For n 2 4, k-families in P, can be formed for k s n - 1 by taking copies of 
k-families in Pi and P,’ together with k elements of P”, - {a,, b,, c,, d,}. 
Furthermore, P,, - {a,, b,} is an n-family and P,, - {a,, b,, c,, d,} - {a;, d,+} is 
an n - l-family. (For k = n - 2, n - 1, verifying that this is valid requires 
throwing into the induction hypothesis the fact that a maximum n-family contains 
exactly one of {a,, b,} and one of {c,, d,}. The straightforward details appear in 
i41.1 
These are in fact maximum-sized k-families, which we show by constructing 
saturated partitions to match them. These will form the nested saturation 
sequence C” = %y, %z, . . . , 92; for P,. The partitions %z are constructed 
inductively; for P3 we have Ce: and %; being the well-known partitions with 
chain-size sequences (33) and (411). For n > 4 and k < n - 1, construct %‘e; by 
taking the chain Pz and copies of Ce;-’ from each of Pi and P,‘. Note that in this 
range Cc,,on min{j, ]Cil} obeys the same recurrence as the size of the j-families 
constructed in the preceding paragraph. The construction and proof that it works 
are completed by defining %z__, appropriately. To match the k-families con- 
structed above for k = n - 1, n when n > 4, we need only construct a chain 
partition of P,, with two (n + 1)-chains and two n-chains. 
For n = 4, let %i be the unique partition of P4 with size sequence (5522111), 
illustrated in Fig. 1. For n > 4, we construct ‘%i_, inductively so that one of the 
(n + 1)-chains contains {u,, b,} and the other contains {c,, &}. %‘i satisfies this. 
Assuming that %i--2 has been so constructed, construct %E_, by taking copies of 
%‘t_, from P; and P,’ and modifying them as follows; on the n-chains where they 
appear, replace a; by {a,, b,} and G by { c,, d,}, thus turning two n-chains into 
(n + 1)-chains. The replaced element u;[d,+] can be added to the end of any 
available chain; it is convenient to add it to the end of the chain of n - 4 central 
elements of the central chain of P;[Pl]. The other chains from the copies of P,_l 
remain as they were, including the other n-chain from each, and the n - 3 
elements of PE - {a,, b,, c,, d,} are placed in a single chain. Now %z_, has 
exactly two (n + 1)-chains and exactly two n-chains (hence is n - l-and n- 
saturated), and the hypothesis about membership on the longest chains has been 
preserved. 
Equipped with C”, we can prove 
Theorem 2. P, x P,,, has a largest semi-antichain and smallest unichuin covering of 
size C A;Ar. 
Proof. As remarked, it suffices to show that C” is a nested saturation sequence 
for P,. This is very easy to do by induction on n. For n = 3, 4, it is easy to verify 
by inspection. For n > 4, Let C- = %;, %e;, . . . and Ce+ = %‘F, %l, . . . be the 
nested saturation sequences for P; and P,‘. For k <n - 1, S,_,(%Z_J c &(Y$!) 
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by induction, since this holds for C- and C+ and %$_r, Ye; are built from those 
by including P”,. Since %t = %z_.,, it remains only to verify the inclusion for 
k = n. Recall the alteration of %z_, performed to construct Cez_l. The two 
(n + 1)-chains and two n-chains of %‘G_, comprise all of P, - Sn_,(‘%~_l). They 
consist of everything that was on the two n-chains of S,(%;-,) and of S,(%‘,+_,), 
except with a; and d,+ replaced by {a,, b,, c,, d,}. Hence S,_,(%z_,) (properly) 
contains S,_,(%‘;-,) and &_2(Ce,+_,). However, S,+2(Cei_2) equals precisely 
s”-A%,) u L2(KL), so the required inclusion holds. 0 
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